
Combe St Nicholas Community Pub 

Introduction 

On 12th September 2020, The Green Dragon, Combe St Nicholas’s only pub, closed its doors. 

Many residents have said that closure of the pub will be incredibly damaging to the local community. 

One solution is to create a community pub – owned by and run for the local community. Over 120 

groups across the country have done this and many of these pubs are now thriving again. 

To progress the idea of a community pub it is essential we understand the strength of support and 

the type of services that you would value if a pub were to reopen in Combe St Nicholas under 

community ownership. 

 

What is a community pub? 

A community pub is owned and controlled by a large number of people from within the community 

– typically, around 200 people. A community pub has its roots within the community, and binds 

people together in a way that few other things are able to do. It is a way of securing and preserving 

something precious; a place where people can share their joys and sorrows, celebrate and 

commiserate, or just pass the time of day. 

Community pubs are governed democratically on the basis that each member gets one vote, 

regardless of how much money they invested. This is important, because we know that many 

communities are made up of people with very mixed incomes, and the community business model 

makes sure that everybody has the opportunity to have a say about what’s important to them. 

Community pubs have both open and voluntary membership, meaning that new people moving into 

the community, or those who have not previously been involved, can still become members. They 

tend to be run by full-time managers or tenants with the support of members of the community who 

volunteer. 

 

Benefits of a community pub… 

 Community pubs can have an asset lock safeguarding the building for the long term - Once 

a pub is in co‑operative ownership, it should have an asset lock preventing the business 

being sold and the assets being distributed amongst the members. Instead, in the event of 

business failure or the business being sold, the assets must be given to another asset-locked 

organisation, usually with similar objectives. This will ensure the community have long-term 

control of the building, and that the building is retained for community benefit. 

 

 Community pubs provide a better range of services - Community pubs go well beyond their 

functional remit of selling food and drink; they are businesses owned by the community for 

the community, and as such provide a wide range of services for community benefit such as 



post offices, cafes, libraries, community shops, meeting rooms or IT suites. Additionally, 

after any debts are serviced and reinvestments into the business made, the majority of 

profits are allocated to community projects and initiatives helping to improve the local 

community. For example, we could look to fund new play equipment in the park or a multi- 

sport hardcourt pitch on the parish council field on Combe Wood Lane for residents of all 

ages to enjoy. 

 

 Community pubs provide better quality services - As membership organisations where 

members have equal and democratic voting; community pubs have a culture that has 

customer feedback built in. This enables pubs to respond to the interests and demands of its 

customers, which in turn, builds loyalty and a stronger chance of success. It is clear that 

communities are keener to support a venture that they feel they have ownership of and a 

say in how it is run – and once they feel it is their pub, they will feel more committed to 

using it and supporting it for the long term. 

 

 Community pubs stimulate community activity, and help to reduce social isolation - 

Community pubs become the hub of their community by being open long hours, open to all 

the community, and hosting a wide range of services in addition to the sale of food and 

drink. As a result of the through flow of customers, and their volunteer base and 

membership meetings and task groups, they stimulate social activity and help to create a 

sense of community. This social environment can give people an opportunity to be involved 

in community life, create support networks for the vulnerable, and for some people provide 

a sense of belonging, purpose and self-worth. 

 

 Community pubs are a more resilient form of business - As a result of all of the above 

points, the community model has a stronger chance of success. The survival rate of 

community pubs reflect this - since the first pub opened in 2004 none have yet closed, 

representing a 100% success rate. The 94% success rate of community shops over a 25 year 

period suggests that this is not beginners’ luck! 

 

Outline plan of attack!!! 

1, Register The Green Dragon as an Asset of Community Value 

The Community Right to Bid was created in the Localism Act in September 2012 across the country. 

This means that communities can ‘stop-the clock’ on the sale of valuable local assets and amenities 

like post offices, village shops or community pubs, giving them time to put in a bid of their own and 

protect it for the wider benefits of the community. 



The new right gives voluntary and community organisations and parish councils the opportunity to 

nominate an asset to be included on a list of ‘Assets of Community Value’, pausing the sale of a 

successfully listed asset for six-months, giving communities the opportunity and time to prepare a 

bid and get a business plan together. 

The key point to consider is that the pub owner is not bound to sell an ACV pub to a community 

group but must weigh that against the risk of bad press and reputational damage. The owner is only 

bound to give time to the community group to bid for the pub. An ACV will potentially have an 

impact on timing of a sale and at worst it will constrain the ability to convert a pub to alternative use. 

This is best owned by the Parish Council and the action is now is underway. 

 

2, Engage local Community - establish interest levels and what the local community would want 

from a Community Pub. This can be done through self-completion questionnaires, face-to-face 

questionnaires, focus groups and public meetings/consultation events. 

 

3, Establish a Steering group - The steering group will: 

 Provide a point of contact for our project 

 Provide a base for our membership and our fundraising strategy 

 Encourage and strengthen links between the project, the organisation and the community 

 Articulate the vision and mission of our project 

 Identify, network with and recruit potential partners 

 Create and help to implement the action plan 

 Choose people to chair sub-committees and manage volunteer recruitment 

 Be accountable for the project’s expenditure and the overall work of the project Monitor the 

progress of the project against its goals and keep the overall project plan under review 

 Provide personal support to the project instigators 

 

4, Decide on legal structure, define our constitution and create governing policies – Advice 

received is to establish a Community Benefit Society (CBS). A CBS exists to benefit the wider and 

collective interests of a community. The benefits of member involvement include: 

 A greater number of customers who are likely to use the pub regularly. 

 A greater pool of people to call on as volunteers. 

 A greater range of expertise to elect onto the management committee/board. 

 A further reason for the popularity of the CBS model is that under current legislation it is the 

only legal structure (other than a Co-operative Society) that can publicly promote a 

community share issue, so that its members can also become shareholders. 

 



5, Build a Business plan - set out how we will go about running the pub over a defined period of 

time. Essentially, it explains the aims of our business and critically, how we will reach these aims. 

 

6, Raising the funds – through selling shares in the community pub, through fundraising, grants and 

loans if required. We can obtain a bursary (subject to a competitive tender process) to cover set-up 

costs such as legal structure incorporation, community engagement costs (printing, advertising etc.) 

and meeting costs (using online platforms). 

There are loans and grants available up to £100,000, which we would have to tender for. 

 

7, Acquire the premises 

 

8, Source suppliers and establish opening hours and trading rules 

 

9, OPEN!!! 

 

If the establishment of a community pub is something you are interested in and would like to offer 

help and support to try and get this moving, please send an email to the following address: 

savethegreendragoncsn@gmail.com 

Please also visit www.savethegreendragon.com to complete the community pub questionnaire. 

Alternatively, you can call me on 07960334784. 

 

Many thanks 

Dave Crossman 


